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duardo Bonnín, An Apprentice Christian

This book is a different type of biography. It is a series of
interviews with Eduardo on different topics concerning his
life and the Cursillo Movement. The Cursillos in Christianity
opened a way to live the Gospel in the present time. Today, millions
of people around the world conjugate in the first person the word of
Christ, thanks to the experience of Cursillos, born in the Majorcan
secular environment. This long conversation with Eduardo Bonnín,
founder of the Cursillos, sheds light on the difficult and luminous
trajectory of a man, made of heaven and clay, who was called to
make transparent the tenderness of God in the world. Eduardo was
the bearer of the Good News: “GOD LOVES YOU.” Between
historical character and understanding of the mentality, we know
through this reading the facts of Cursillo and the person of Eduardo
Bonnín.

Millions of people have discovered the love of God through the
experience lived in Cursillo, a Movement founded by the Spanish
layman Eduardo Bonnín. Through these pages, Bonnín accurately and
concisely uncovers the meaning of Cursillo and the methodology of this mature Charism that has changed
the lives of so many. The founder explains the origins of this spirituality directed to today’s people and its
expansion throughout the world, as well as outlining the pedagogy of the Cursillo.
Eduardo’s Thinking: The challenges the world presents the person have not changed: the absence of God
in the mind and heart. The solution is always the same: It is Christ and his grace that is the only thing that
can give meaning to Life. “Deep within us there is nothing to change; one thing is all that is needed: to
understand “as yourself.” To repent and believe the Gospel. How do I need to love? As myself - it’s simple.”
(Pages 82 &147)
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